Welcome Back to Term Two!

LOTS OF LEARNING!

This term in PPG we are investigating an integrated Science Unit ‘Water!’

Our Home Corner will be transformed into an underwater scene where we can engage in role play and interact and investigate with our water experiments.

We will learn why water is important and establish a basic understanding of the water cycle.

Through observation and role-play, we will enjoy learning about the weather and how it relates to the water cycle.

We will learn how to measure rainfall using a rain gauge, make predictions, record data and chart findings.

We will be investigating ocean life and learning interesting facts about creatures that live in the ocean.

Look out for ocean creatures swimming around our classroom!

Term Two in PPG!

Remember Friday is LIBRARY Day - don’t forget library bags!
Perceptual Motor Programme

This term, we start PMP (Perceptual Motor Program).

PMP aims to develop a child's perceptions and understandings through movement and motor experiences. It is vitally important in assisting the children to develop their gross and fine motor skills.

We need two parent volunteers to assist with PMP each Friday morning.

Come along and join in the fun!

Parent Help Rosters

Parents we hope you can volunteer your time this term and put your name on the classroom rosters displayed on the whiteboard.

It is a great opportunity to interact with the children in the classroom environment and support their learning.

This term we will be learning about ‘Reduce, Re-Use and Re-cycle’. We are setting up a compost bin and worm farm to recycle our fruit and vegetable scraps into compost for our PP vegetable garden.
**MATHEMATICS LEARNING**

This term we will engage in Mathematics rotations.

We are building our knowledge of recognising, counting, sequencing and writing numbers to 20 and beyond, Addition, 2D and 3D shapes, Patterns in our Environment and Measurement activities.

---

**LITERACY LEARNING**

We are engaging in Literacy rotations on Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays and developing our skills in Letters and Sounds, Spelling, Reading, Writing and Handwriting during our Literacy Time.

---

**RELIGIOUS EDUCATION**

Our units this term are

**The Church Community**

In this unit we identify that we belong to special groups such as family, neighbourhood, class, school and the Church.

**God Created Everything**

In this unit we explore the wonder of Creation and investigate living and non living things in our environment and world.

**Gift of Life - Baptism**

We wonder at God who gave us the gift of life and develop an understanding that through Baptism people become members of God’s family.

---

**Fruits of the Holy Spirit**

This term we will focus on developing our understandings and exploring ways that we can show Gentleness, Peacefulness and Joy towards others.